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Summit Tashi Ghang
Heritage Resort


PE L L I N G


EASTERN HIMALAYAS
LARGEST HOTEL CHAIN


OVER OVER







D E O LO,  KA L I M P O N G


Summit Tashi Ghang Heritage Resort, nestled in the charming town of Pelling, offers an 


affordable and romantic getaway with a perfect blend of comfort and convenience. Its close 


proximity to the renowned Pemayangtse Gompa facilitates easy exploration. The resort 


promises an unparalleled stay, featuring pristine accommodations for rest and rejuvenation 


against the backdrop of the snowcapped Kanchenjunga mountains. Nearby attractions 


include the scenic Rabdentse Ruins (5 km) and the serene Lotus Bakery, ensuring a delightful 


experience. The resort prioritizes guest comfort and happiness, eagerly anticipating the 


opportunity to serve you.


Pelling - Sakyong - Gyalshing Rd, Yangtey, Sikkim 737111, India


Front Office:  +91 80695 75007  |  Reservation No:  +91 83 8887 7888 


NO OF KEYS: 31
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Deluxe Room with Private Balcony  |  Premium Room
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guest reviews


Best stay ever Great location, really pleasant and clean room's, 
everyone who works at the hotel is welcoming and friendly !


The rooms were beautiful one of our room was 202 and it was 
spacious.they have a good variety of food, location was


amazing full of mountain view ...


Bipul Dutta


Clean and Great location ,Stayed in this hotel last week .Had a 
wonderful experience with this hotel .the location can't be beat! We 


had a spacious room with beautiful views .wonderful service and 
hospitality from the staff.will visit again with my parents.


Pooja Rai


Had a great experience staying with summit Tashighang 
resorts,room was comfortable and clean with a beautiful balcony 
with kanchanjangha view .the hospitality of this hotel was really 


appreciated,all the staff were very polite and courteous,food quality 
was superb.nice place to relax .......


Rahul Das






